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Letf(z) = CkSO akzX be an entire function. As usual, write 
Let us denote 
(1) 
where n, is the class of all algebraic polynomials of degree at most n. 
Recently, we have proved the following result [4, Theorem 7’1. 
THEOREM 1. Let f(z) = xz==, ab.zR, a, > 0, ak: > 0 (k > I), be an entire 
function satisfying the assumptions 
(2) 
log M(r) 
liy!!gJP (log r)n+l = & ’ 
lim inf log M(r) = b , 
r+m (log r)n+l 2 7 
(0 < b, < Bl < co). 
(3) 
Then 
(4) 
Remark. Theorem 7 of [2] follows from (4). 
We prove here the following 
THEOREM 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, 
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For proof we need: 
LEMMA 1.[3]. Let f(z) = ~~sO k a 9 be an entire function satisfying the 
assumptions 0 < A < CO and 0 < B, < CO. Then 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let E > 0. The coefficients of f(x) being non- 
” . I I 1 
negative, we have from (3), for r 3 r&E) and 0 < x < r, 
0 <f(x) <f(r) = M(r) < exp(&(l i- E)(log r)A+1). 
From (7), for 
([ 2n 
1/cn+1, 
r = exp 
Bdl + c) 1 1 ’ n 2 no(~), 
we obtain 
0 < f(x) <f(r) < e2n. 
It is clear from (4) that there is a q > 1 for which, for all n 3 nl(E), 
qn(-4+‘)In < A,‘, . 
From (9) and (10) we get, for all n > E 3 max(n, , n,,), 
0 < f(x) <f(r) < e2n < e(lOg a) n(n+l)‘n < A;:n . 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
Next, we pick P,* E 7~,,  which gives best approximation in the sense of (1). 
Then from (I), 
It is easy to derive from (12), 
II pm* - f(4ll < As1 “” e2n 2 n Z ii. 
0.12 
Next, let 
We obtain from (13) and (14) 
-L(f) G - e4n Xoln - e2” 
for all n >, fi. (15) 
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By applying a result of Bernstein [l, p. IO] to (14), we obtain 
From Lemma 1 we get for a sequence of values n = nD, p > PO(E), c = 
( I- 6)‘. 
a -(n + ly+l)P fl n+l 3 exp ((A + l)lA+l)/A B;‘“, - 
From (8), (15), (16), and (17), we get for all such n, 
[ (( 
2n fw B&l + 4 1 
1/cn+1, _ (n + l)(n+l)/nfl 
(A + l)(A+l)/A Bl/”)I yzn+l) < 
e4n 
1 c A& - ezn . 
(18) 
A simple calculation based on (18), gives for such n, 
‘i?Z ’ 28n exp i 
(n + l)(d+l)lnd 
(/‘j + l)(A+l,/A B;/Ac 
From (19) we easily obtain the required result by noting that c --f 1. 
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